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ABSTRACT
Online social networks (OSNs) such as Twitter provide a
good platform for event discussions. Recent research [26] [25]
has shown that event discussions in OSNs are diverse and
innovative and encourage public engagement in events. Al-
though much research has been conducted in OSNs to track
and detect events, there has been limited research on de-
tecting or understanding the event context. Event context
helps to better predict users’ participation in events, identify
relations among events, and recommend friends who share
similar event context.

In this work, we have developed AnchorMF , a matrix fac-
torization based technique that aims to identify event con-
text by leveraging a prevalent feature in OSNs, the anchor
information. Our AnchorMF work makes three key contri-
butions: (1) a formal definition of the event context identifi-
cation problem; (2) anchor selection and incorporation into
the matrix factorization process for effective event context
identification; and (3) demonstration of applying event con-
text for user-event participation prediction, relevant events
retrieval, and friendship recommendation. Evaluation based
on 1.1 million Twitter users over a one-month data collection
period shows that AnchorMF achieves a 20.0% improvement
in terms of user-event participation prediction.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid growth of online social networks (OSNs),

more and more real-world events are being discussed on Web
2.0 platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, etc. Re-
searchers have been using these platforms as social sensors to
detect events, analyze event-related discussions, and predict
event popularity. Despite much research on the aforemen-
tioned topics, there has been limited research that aims to
detect or understand the context of events. The context for
an event is essentially represented by the group of users who
show inherent interests or willingness to participate in the
event, such as people supporting their home football team,
residents affected by a local fire or flooding, or people inter-
ested in Oscar nominations. The aggregated attributes of
the group typically demonstrate commonalities in location,
interests, age, gender, etc.

Event context identification is an important research prob-
lem and has many real-world applications. Successful event
context identification will help to better predict the users
who are going to participate in an event, thus creating value
for enterprises and organizations for better marketing and
event management. Event context also helps to identify re-
lations among events if they share the same or similar con-
text. Interesting patterns may be discovered even if events
are not semantically related but otherwise share similar con-
text. For example, as we will show in the experiments, event
Obama 2013 inauguration is related to event The Interna-
tional Consumer Electronics Show (CES) 2013 according to
identified context. Another application is friendship recom-

mendation based on the event context for past event partic-
ipation. As we will later show in the experiments described
in Section 5, friendships are correlated with event context
similarity among users.

Event context identification is a challenging problem for
several reasons. First, it is difficult to define event con-
text properly. Context is a subjective concept and the same
group of users may be interpreted according to different
common features. It is typically easier for a computer al-
gorithm to discover a contextual pattern, rather than ex-
plain the cause for this pattern. Second, although other
techniques may be applied to solve the event context iden-
tification problem, their performance is not good [24] [11].
Given historical event data, we can extract event contexts
by characterizing events based on user participation, and
at the same time characterizing users by their event par-
ticipation. This process is very similar to the idea of ma-
trix factorization [24]. Previous research mainly considered
the original user-item rating matrix (i.e., the user-event ma-
trix in our setting) and friendship information if available.
However, as we show later in our experiments, friendship
information does not show significant performance improve-
ment. Finally, users interested in certain types of events
tend to follow certain anchor accounts in OSNs. However,
it is not clear how these anchor accounts can be selected
(among massive following/follower relations), nor is it clear
how to incorporate such anchor information into the overall
event context identification process.

To address these challenges, we have developed AnchorMF ,
a unified solution for identifying event context by utilizing
both user-event participation information and anchor infor-
mation in OSNs. Given observations of user-event and user-
follower matrices, a probabilistic model is built to consider
users, events, and anchors as latent factors. An anchor se-
lection algorithm is proposed to automatically identify in-
formative anchors for the model. Finally, a Gibbs sampler
and a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimator are proposed
to estimate the parameters of the model. AnchorMF is im-
plemented and evaluated using a real-world Twitter data set
which we have collected over one month and contains 1.1 mil-
lion Twitter users. Evaluation results show that AnchorMF
outperforms state-of-art techniques by 20.0% in terms of
prediction accuracy. AnchorMF can identify relevant events
using an information retrieval process. We also show that
event contexts can be used for friendship recommendation.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that
aims to address the event context identification problem.
This paper makes the following contributions: (1) a for-
mal definition of the event context identification problem;
(2) anchor selection and incorporation into the matrix fac-
torization process for effective event context detection; and
(3) application of event context to user-event participation
prediction, relevant events retrieval, and friendship recom-
mendation.



2. RELATED WORK
There has been much event-related research in the lit-

erature. The field of event detection and tracking can be
traced back to [32] [1] [31]. Kleinberg defined and extracted
bursts of activity from emails using an infinite-state automa-
ton [13]. Bursty events can also be detected from news
texts by identifying bursty features with a binomial distri-
bution model and threshold-based heuristics [4]. Ihler et
al. focused on time-series data such as logs and proposed
Markov-Poisson models to detect anomalous events [10]. A
general probabilistic model was proposed to extract corre-
lated bursty topic patterns in [28]. Chen et al. used user tag
information to identify events which involve browsing and
searching photos on Flickr [2]. Lappas et al. explored how
bursty terms help enhance the search process [16]. These
works show the importance and effectiveness of event anal-
ysis using Web data.

More research has been conducted on Twitter recently.
Different crisis events have been analyzed to identify gener-
ative and innovative properties of discussion on Twitter [15]
[26] [25]. Sakaki et al. developed an earthquake alarm system
by extracting real-time earthquake events on Twitter [22].
Petrović et al. presented a locality sensitive hashing ap-
proach to efficiently detect events that have not been seen
before based on tweets [21]. Weng et al. proposed wavelet-
based signal clustering on Twitter text stream data to detect
events [30]. Lin et al. leveraged interests of users and social
relations to track the evolution of popular events [17]. Event
popularity can be predicted by considering a variety of so-
cial features [7]. Such event detection techniques support
algorithmic discovery of events on OSNs, and help to build
the foundation of event-related research. However, they do
not solve the event context identification problem directly.

This work also builds upon existing matrix factorization
techniques. Salakhutdinov et al. proposed a probabilistic
matrix factorization model, which factorizes the explicit user-
item matrix to a user latent trait matrix and a an item la-
tent trait matrix [24]. A full Bayesian version of the model
was also proposed to provide generalized parameter tuning
and avoid overfitting [23]. For implicit datasets, Hu et al.
adopted more features from the original user-item matrix
and proposed an improved gradient descent method to solve
the problem more efficiently [8]. More recent research con-
siders friendship information as a useful feature to incorpo-
rate into the current framework. Trust based approaches
consider friendship as trust to influence users’ latent fac-
tors. In [18], friendship information was modeled as a linear
combination of the basic model. Another approach was also
proposed to model friends as a separate latent matrix and
used friendship as observations [19]. SoicalMF was proposed
to incorporate friendship into the same latent space as users
and a user’s latent factor is represented as the average of
all friends’ [11] latent factors. Gartrell et al. proposed to
consider only close friends when combining friends’ latent
factor and used a Markov random field to aggregate latent
factors [5]. Influence based models consider users’ interests
to be influenced by their friends. Huang et al. considered re-
ceiver interests, item qualities and interpersonal influences
for final recommendation [9]. Jiang et al. incorporated inter-
personal influences into the existing PMF model and showed
significant performance improvement [12]. The assumption
of influence-based models is that items must be coming from
their friends, which is not always the case. Our work sep-

arates the anchor latent factor space from the user latent
factor space with a feature selection process, which shows
better performance than existing solutions.

3. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SYS-
TEM OVERVIEW

3.1 Definitions and Problem Formulation
Each event e = {m1,m2, . . .} is represented by a set of

messages obtained by searching for specific keywords W =
{w1, w2, . . .} in an OSN (e.g., Twitter) and corresponds to
a real-world event. Each message mi =< ui, ti >, meaning
that the message was posted by user ui at time ti. ui is
considered a “participant” of event e in the cyber world.

The context of a given event is defined as a group of
users who participate in the event because of some inher-
ent reasons, i.e., common attributes of the participants or
latent event/user factors. For instance, both location and
interest are important attributes to represent event context:
the context of a local basketball game could be the group of
local people who like their basketball team. Therefore, the
context of event ej can be jointly characterized by the event
latent factor Ej and the set of user latent factors Uej of all
the participants of ej .

Anchors are popular users or public pages in OSNs, and
their followers tend to participate in certain types of events,
e.g., the Twitter account of a local news venue or a user
posting actively on a specific topic. Usually, anchors are not
directly identified by OSNs, and any user who has followers
can be an anchor candidate. Selecting anchors for effective
event context identification is the key. Let Ua be the set
of followers of anchor candidate a, we select a as an anchor
based on the following two factors:

1. |Ua| ≥ threshold, i.e., the anchor must have at least
threshold followers. threshold is set to 269 based on
our modeling analysis shown in Section 4.

2. The probability of a being an anchor depends on a’s
concentration of events E, i.e., Ua participate in similar
events. This probability is used as a weight in the
model to reflect the impact of this anchor candidate.

The problem of event context identification is then
defined as follows. Given M events E = {e1, e2, . . . , eM}
participated by N users U = {u1, u2, . . . , uN}, the output of
event context identification is C = {c1, c2, . . . , cM}, where
each ci is the context of ei. The event contexts capture the
event latent factors and user latent factors, which in turn
can identify the subset of users who are likely to participate
in each event. The success of event context identification
can be evaluated by comparing the user-event participation
predicted by the event contexts and the actual user partic-
ipation in events. Detailed evaluation results are presented
in Section 5.

3.2 System Overview
Figure 1 illustrates the high-level process of AnchorMF for

event context identification. Given a set of events, we first
select anchors from the candidate users (Section 4.1), then
incorporate the selected anchors into an extended proba-
bilistic matrix factorization (PMF) model (Section 4.2), and
finally through model inference (Section 4.3) we obtain the
event contexts represented by event and user latent factors.
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Figure 1: AnchorMF system overview.

3.3 Preliminary: PMF
Given a set of N users U = {u1, . . . , uN}, a set of M events

E = {e1, . . . , eM}, and the binary matrix R = [Rui]N×M
representing users’ participation in events, the probabilis-
tic matrix factorization (PMF) model factorizes R into two
latent matrices U ∈ RK×N and E ∈ RK×M , representing
k-dimensional latent trait vectors for users and events. The
graphical model is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Probabilistic matrix factorization (PMF).

PMF defines the following distributions:

p(R|U,E, σ2
R) =

N∏
u=1

M∏
i=1

N (Ru,i|UTu Ei, σ2
R)

p(U |σ2
U ) =

N∏
u=1

N (Uu|0, σ2
UI)

p(E|σ2
E) =

M∏
i=1

N (Ei|0, σ2
EI)

(1)

4. THE ANCHORMF MODEL

4.1 Anchor Selection
As discussed in Section 3, anchors are any user accounts

which have at least a certain number of followers and whose
followers show a good concentration on similar events. Using
a real-world Twitter dataset we have collected (Section 5.1),
we start with anchor candidates with at least 1 follower, and
the set of candidate anchors shrinks as the selection process
progresses. For simplicity, we refer to the anchor candidates
in each round as anchors.

4.1.1 Anchor and User Distribution
We first need to understand the relation between anchors

and their followers. The problem can be decomposed into
the distribution of followers given anchors and the distribu-
tion of anchors given followers.

The red curve in Figure 3 shows the complementary cu-
mulative distribution function (CCDF) of the number of fol-
lowers given anchors. The x-axis is the number of followers
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Figure 3: Anchor and user distribution.

# pairs (M) 16.32 7.86 4.64 3.04 3.69 2.81 4.25
#anchors 1 2 3 4 5.42 7.84 19.68
#events 2.47 2.68 2.82 2.92 3.02 3.13 3.35

Table 1: Number of user pairs and their average
number of shared anchors and shared events.

and the y-axis is the percentage of anchors. This heavy-
tailed distribution shows that many anchors are followed by
few users and very few anchors are followed by many users.
The black curve in Figure 3 shows the CCDF of the number
of anchors that users follow. Here, the x-axis is the number
of anchors and the y-axis is the percentage of users. This
black curve is also a heavy-tailed distribution and shows
that many users follow few anchors and very few users fol-
low many anchors. We notice that the black curve has a flat
beginning; this indicates that users tend to have a minimum
numbers of anchors to follow, which is approximately 100
as we can see from the figure. We also notice that there is
an anomaly near 2,000 followers for the black curve. This is
likely due to the fact that Twitter’s policy [27] allows each
user to follow at most 2,000 anchors unless he/she is very
active on Twitter. As we can see from the figure, less than
5% of the users in our dataset follow more than 2,000 an-
chors. The gap between the red and black curves is caused
by the fact that when counting the number followers of an-
chors, we only consider the users in our event dataset, and
not all followers of the anchors at Twitter.

We use the goodness-of-fit based method proposed in [3]
to fit the two CCDFs shown in Figure 3. The power law
model gives us two parameters α and xmin. α is the scal-
ing parameter, which indicates how skewed the distribution
is (the slope of the CCDF). As described in [3], a typical
value of α is between 2 and 3. Our estimated α is 2.24 for
the anchor distribution and 2.26 for the user distribution.
These results match what we see in Figure 3 and the model
shown in [14], which indicate that our dataset is representa-
tive. The second parameter, xmin, indicates the minimum
x-axis value that fits the power law. The xmin of the anchor
distribution is 269, and we use this number as the minimum
frequency of an anchor candidate. Therefore, all the anchor
candidates must have at least 269 followers. With this pa-
rameter setting, the number of anchor candidates is reduced
to less than 1% of the original anchor candidate set size,
which significantly reduces the amount of computation in
our modeling process.

4.1.2 Relation Between Anchors and Events
Before considering the event concentration of anchors, we



#users Pearson Correlation Spearman Correlation
10,000 0.11 0.12

Table 2: Correlation between #anchors and #events
per user.

first study the relation between anchors and events, specif-
ically, if users who follow the same anchors tend to partic-
ipate in the similar events. We randomly sampled 10,000
users from our dataset, and consider for each pair of users
the number of shared anchors and number of shared events.
We separate all the user pairs into different buckets based on
quantile and ensure that all user pairs with the same number
of shared anchors fall into the same bucket. Table 1 shows
the aggregate results for each bucket, including the number
of user pairs, average number of shared anchors, and average
number of shared events. As shown in the table, when users
share more anchors, the number of shared events also in-
creases. Therefore, identifying the appropriate anchors can
serve as good indicators for event participation and event
context identification.

We further analyze for each user if the number of anchors
he/she follows is correlated with the number of events he/she
participates in. We use both Pearson’s correlation to check
linear correlation and Spearman’s correlation to check non-
linear correlation. The formulas are shown in Eq. 2.

rA,E =
E[(A− µA)(E − µE)]

σAσE
, ρA,E =

E[(a− µa)(e− µe)]
σaσe

(2)
As shown in Table 2, there is very little correlation be-

tween a user’s number of anchors and number of events.
These results indicate that anchor information and event
information are independent signals, and adding anchor in-
formation on top of user-event information can potentially
boost the performance of event context identification.

4.1.3 Event Concentration and Anchor Weight
Based on the anchor-user distribution analysis, we prune

anchor candidates with fewer than 269 followers. Next, we
need to select candidates which show a good concentration
of similar events. We solve this problem by first looking at
the users who follow an anchor and the events that those
users participate in. We compute an anchor-event matrix
by multiplying the anchor-user and user-event matrices:

Mae = Mau ×Mue (3)

Each element Nki = Mae[k, i] is the number of anchor
k’s followers who participate in event i. We denote E′ as
the set of events participated by anchor k’s followers, and
each event i is duplicated Nki times in the set, i.e., E′ =
{e1,1, . . . , e1,Nk1 , . . . , eM,NkM }. We then need to consider
whether the events in E′ are similar to each other. The
event concentration for each anchor k is defined as:

wk =

M∑
i=1

(
Nki
2

)
· 1 +

M∑
i=1,j>i+1

Nki ·Nkj · S(i, j) (4)

The formula above aims to compute the average pair-wise
event similarity for events in E′, which is used to represent
the anchor’s concentration over events. If a pair contains
two of the same events, the similarity is 1, otherwise, the
similarity is defined by S(i, j):

S(i, j) =

∫ iT j

−∞
N (iT j; 0, 1)d(iT j) (5)

The similarity function is the cumulative normal distri-
bution of the inner product space given the i and j event
pairs [?]. The intuition is that the similarity should be de-
fined in the inner product space and lie between 0 and 1.
Based on the similarity function and each anchor’s event
concentration, we can then select anchors and proceed with
incorporating the anchor information in the AnchorMF model.

4.2 Incorporating Anchor Information into the
PMF Framework
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Figure 4: AnchorMF graphical model.

We incorporate anchor information into the PMF frame-
work by factorizing the user-anchor matrix and also con-
sidering the importance of the anchors. As illustrated in
Figure 4, the AnchorMF model considers a new observation
F , which indicates what anchors each user follows. Corre-
spondingly, we add a latent factor A to represent the an-
chors’ latent influence on users. According to Equation 4,
each anchor k has a weight, and weight is the same for every
user u, denoted as Wuk. Consistent with the PMF model,
we also add priors and hyper-priors into the model. U and E
are latent variables for users and events, respectively, and R
is a binary observation matrix where each element indicates
whether or not a user participates in an event. We derive
Equation 6 directly from Figure 4.

p(U,E,A|R,F, σ2
R, σ

2
U , σ

2
E , σ

2
A, σ

2
F )

∝ p(R|U,E)× p(F |U,A)× p(U)× p(E)× p(A)

=

N∏
u=1

M∏
i=1

N (Ru,i|UTu Ei, σ2
R)

×
N∏
u=1

P∏
k=1

[
N (Fu,k|UTu Ak, σ2

A)
]Wuk

×
N∏
u=1

N (Ui|0, σ2
UI)×

M∏
i=1

N (Ei|0, σ2
EI)

×
P∏
k=1

N (Ai|0, σ2
AI)

(6)

To facilitate model inference, we also derive the log of the
posterior probability as follows:



ln p(U,E,A|R,F, σ2
R, σ

2
U , σ

2
E , σ

2
A, σ

2
F )

= − 1

2σ2
R

N∑
u=1

M∑
i=1

(Ru,i − UTu Ei)2

− 1

2σ2
R

N∑
u=1

P∑
k=1

wu,k(Fu,k − UTu Ak)2

− 1

2σ2
U

N∑
u=1

UTu Uu −
1

2σ2
E

M∑
i=1

ETi Ei −
1

2σ2
A

P∑
k=1

ATkAk + C

(7)
We denote− 1

2σ2
R

as λR, − 1
2σ2

U
as λU , − 1

2σ2
E

as λE , − 1
2σ2

A

as λA, and − 1
2σ2

F
as λF . We model {λR, λU , λE , λA, λF }

as conjugate Gamma distributions with flexible hyperpriors
similar to:

p(λU ) = G(λU ; au0, bu0) =
1

Γ
bau0
u0 λ

au0−1
U e−bu0λU (8)

4.3 Model Inference
Given the Bayesian framework defined in the previous

section, inference for this model can be performed through
Gibbs sampling [6]. Gibbs sampling generates a number of
samples from an aperiodic and irreducible Markov chain,
and involves sampling from the conditional distribution for
each latent variable to approximate the joint distribution
given that sampling from the joint distribution of the model
is difficult. In the above model, we denote the random vari-
ables by θ = {U,E,A, λU , λE , λA, λR, λF }, and we derive
the following conditional distributions for all the random
variables based on Equation 7.
λU is sampled from a Gamma distribution:

λU |θ\λU
∼ G(λU ; aU , bU )

aU = aU0 +
|U|K

2

bU = bU0 +
1

2

∑
i∈U

‖Ui‖2
(9)

λE and and λA are sampled from similar conditional dis-
tributions.
λR is also sampled from a Gamma distribution:

λR|θ\λR
∼ G(λR; aR, bR)

aR = aR0 +
|R|
2

bR = bR0 +
1

2

∑
u,i∈R

(Rui − UTu Ei)2
(10)

Uu is conditionally sampled from a multivariate Gaussian
distribution:

Uu|R,F, θ\Uu ∼ N (Uu;µu,Σu)

µu = Σu(λR

M∑
i=1

RuiEi + λF

P∑
k=1

Wu,kFu,kAk)

Σu = (λR

M∑
i=1

Ei · ETi + λF

P∑
k=1

Wu,kAk ·ATk + λUI)−1

(11)
Ei is conditionally sampled from a multivariate Gaussian

distribution:

Ei|R,F, θ\Ei
∼ N (Ei;µi,Σi)

µi = Σi(λR

N∑
u=1

RuiUi)

Σi = (λR

N∑
u=1

Uu · UTu + λUI)−1

(12)

Ak is also conditionally sampled from a multivariate Gaus-
sian distribution:

Ak|R,F, θ\Ak
∼ N (Ak;µk,Σk)

µk = Σk(λF

N∑
u=1

Wu,kFu,kUu)

Σk = (λF

N∑
u=1

Wu,kUu · UTu + λUI)−1

(13)

The Gibbs sampling approach described above computes
an approximation of the posterior distribution, which allows
us to infer users’ participation in events, but it does not
find the maximum point of the posterior. Therefore, it is
difficult to compute a point estimate of the latent matrices
U and E which result in the maximum function value from
the Gibbs sampling results. However, U and E describe the
event context we need, and thus we need good point estimate
for these variables to calculate the similarities between users
and events. To this end, we also propose a maximum a
posteriori (MAP) estimation for the model which estimates
the maximum point (mode) of the posterior distribution,
and therefore generates point estimates for U and E. The
MAP estimator empirically converges faster than the Gibbs
sampling approach.

MAP estimation works by maximizing the conditional dis-
tributions of U and E iteratively, where:

Uu = µu

Ei = µi

Ak = µk

(14)

Since all the conditional distributions are Gaussian distri-
butions, the Gaussian’s mean will define the curvature and
how far to step towards the maximum point for each iter-
ation. This approach is similar to the inference algorithm
described in [20].

The complete inference algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1:

Although the sampling of Uu, Ei and Ak must be con-
ducted sequentially, the sampling of different Us, Es and As
can be conducted in parallel. This saves significant com-
putation time in practice. We implemented a parallelized
Gibbs sampler and MAP estimator using the thread pool
mechanism in the Java standard library. Empirically, the
Gibbs sampler converges after 200 iterations with 50 burn-
in samples and finishes within 1 hour. The MAP estimator
converges within 100 iterations and finishes within 0.5 hours.
The results are based on our own dataset described in Sec-
tion 5.

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate AnchorMF, our proposed event

context identification solution, using real-world events that
we have collected. Our evaluation aims to answer the fol-
lowing questions:



Algorithm 1 AnchorMF

for t = 1 to num of samples do
if Gibbs sampling and t < burn in samples then
{λU , λE , λA, λR, λF } = preset value

else
Sample {λU , λE , λA, λR, λF } (Eq. 9 and Eq. 10)

end if
for users u = 1 to N do

if Gibbs sampling then
Sample Uu in parallel (Eq. 11)

else if MAP then
Use mean to compute Uu in parallel (Eq. 14)

end if
end for
for events i = 1 to M do

if Gibbs sampling then
Sample Ei in parallel (Eq. 12)

else if MAP then
Use mean to compute Ei in parallel (Eq. 14)

end if
end for
for anchors k = 1 to P do

if Gibbs sampling then
Sample Ak in parallel (Eq. 13)

else if MAP then
Use mean to compute Ak in parallel (Eq. 14)

end if
end for

end for

• Does AnchorMF provide good predictive performance
for user participation in events?

• Is the identified event context interpretable?

• Is event context effective for retrieving relevant events?

• Is event context useful for friendship recommendation?

5.1 Experimental Setup
We collect data using the Twitter API. We monitor daily

Twitter trending topics and get a list of ranked popular key-
words by considering both how long they stay on the trend-
ing topics and their rank. Then a human review process is
used to review the top 200 keywords and identify the ones
that match real-world ongoing events. The selected key-
words are then filtered on real-time Twitter streams to con-
tinue collection of messages which contain the keywords. At
the same time, we search for historical tweets which contain
the keywords for up to 7 days. Since the selected keywords
are mostly filtered on the day they became popular, we be-
lieve a 7-day look-back window is enough to collect complete
events based on keywords. The data collection process intro-
duces some noise into the dataset, but we carefully choose
representative keywords to ensure events are not too gen-
eral. For example, the 2013 Obama inauguration event was
collected based on the keywords Obama inauguration, rather
than Obama, which tends to have a much broader scope. Af-
ter we collect all the desired events, we only consider users
who have participated in at least 5 of these events. This pro-
cedure helps us to remove much of the noise in the dataset.
We believe most of our data consists of complete and coher-
ent events. After obtaining the users who participated in

Category #Events
Sports 248

Entertain 134
Tech 17
Social 25

Politics 37

Table 3: Event cate-
gories.

Users 1.1M
Events 461

Anchors 0.59M
User-event pair 20.79M
User-achor pair 175.99M
friendship pair 92.72M

Table 4: Data statis-
tics.

each event, we also collect friends of the users, users’ pro-
files, and lists (a group of followed users with a group name).
In total, over a one-month period of time from Jan 4th to
Feb 3rd, 2013, we collected 461 events consisting of 20.79M
tweets and 1.1M users. All the data are stored in MongoDB
and the total volume of the data is 554 GB. Statistics for
this dataset are shown in Table 4. From Table 3 we can see
that events are divided mainly into five categories. Sports
and Entertainment events dominate the event type distribu-
tion. The CDF of the number of users per event is shown
in Figure 5. We see that our event dataset consists of both
large and small events and event size follows a heavy-tailed
distribution.
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Figure 5: Event size distribution.

All the experiments have been conducted on a 2.4 GHz
16-core machine with 48GB of memory. This machine runs
Ubuntu 12.04.2 and JVM 1.6.0 27. All of the implementa-
tion and experiments are written in Java.

5.2 Prediction Performance
In this experiment we want to examine the effectiveness of

our event context identification in terms of predicting user
participation in events. We run 10-fold cross validation and
in each fold randomly select 10% of all the events in our
dataset as test events and the remaining 90% as training
events. For each test event, we sort all the users according
to the time they participated in the event, and use the top
10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, or 50% as training users for the test
event. Our goal is to evaluate the predictions of the other
90%, 80%, 70%, 60% and 50% of users for test events. We
use average rank percentile [8] as our main evaluation metric.
The users who actually participated in the events should be
ranked highly among all users.

In Table 5, each row represents a method of ranking test
users for a test event. These methods are:

1. Random ranking predicts testing users in a randomized
order. This method is the baseline for prediction.

2. Popularity based ranking predicts test users who are
popular in the training data as ranked higher for test



Training Users 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Random 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Popularity 0.349 0.349 0.349 0.349 0.349

Baseline PMF 0.313 0.276 0.258 0.247 0.240
SocialMF 0.313 0.277 0.258 0.246 0.240

AnchorMF-Gibbs 0.213 0.204 0.197 0.196 0.193
AnchorMF-MAP 0.212 0.202 0.197 0.193 0.192

Table 5: Prediction performance comparison.

events. This method does not consider event context
and is the baseline for contextual prediction.

3. Baseline ranking makes prediction based on event con-
text identified by the PMF matrix factorization tech-
nique [24] using only user and event information. This
method serves as the baseline for prediction based on
event context.

4. SocialMF identifies event context based on the ma-
trix factorization technique considering user friendship
information. This method shows better performance
than the baseline PMF approach [11].

5. AnchorMF is the model we propose to identify event
context based on the matrix factorization technique
that leverages anchor information. We compare the
performance of AnchorMF using either the Gibbs sam-
pler or the MAP estimator.

The average rank percentile evaluation metric that we use
is a recall-based metric from [8], since the implicit dataset we
use does not include complete data for precision based mea-
surements. Users who actually participated in the events
should be ranked higher in the prediction results. The av-
erage rank percentile is computed as follows:

rank =

∑
e(
∑
u rankue/ |u|)
|e| , (15)

where rankue is the average rank percentile for each user
u in the event e. 0 represents the highest rank, while 1.0
represents the lowest rank.

As shown in Table 5, AnchorMF outperforms SocialMF by
20.0% when using 50% of the users as training users for the
test events. As the percentage of training users decreases,
we see a larger performance boost for AnchorMF compared
to SocialMF, up to 32.2%. We also notice that for both So-
cialMF and baseline PMF, in the case where we only use
10% of the training data, the performance is almost as bad
as the non-contextual popularity-based method. However,
AnchorMF with 10% training data performs better than the
best cases for both SocialMF and baseline PMF. This shows
the effectiveness of the identified anchor information, and
indicates that it is particularly helpful to identify event con-
text and predict user participation in the early stage of an
event. When we compare the SocialMF and the baseline
PMF approaches, we do not see much performance differ-
ence for our dataset. One possible explanation, as we will
see in Section 5.5, is that on Twitter users tend to have
friends who are very dissimilar in terms of the latent trait
space. Therefore the use of aggregated friends’ interests, as
performed in SocialMF, may not be beneficial. Additionally,
since we removed users who have participated in fewer than
5 events from our dataset, and since SoicalMF has been

Location P Description P Tags P

new orleans 0.42 sports 0.06 sports 0.08

LA 0.12 music 0.04 travel 0.05

Louisiana 0.05 world 0.03 politics 0.03

city 0.03 god 0.03 music 0.02

usa 0.02 football 0.03 entertain 0.01

Table 6: Event case study: #nola

Location P Description P Tags P

pa 0.31 social 0.12 twibes 0.07

lancaster 0.12 manager 0.05 pa 0.06

harrisburg 0.12 business 0.05 social 0.04

pennsylvania 0.06 marketing 0.05 local 0.04

county 0.06 foodie 0.05 leader 0.04

Table 7: Event case study: #hbgsmc

proved to be most effective for cold start users in recom-
mender systems, SocialMF is not effective in our scenario
since there are no cold start users.

5.3 Event Context Case Study
As shown above, our proposed event context identification

algorithm is effective and outperforms other existing related
approaches. We would now like to see how to interpret the
identified context. The experiment described in this subsec-
tion examines three different scenarios, where each scenario
has a different event context. The results show that the
identified event context is interpretable and meaningful.

We select 6 events from all predicted results we get from
the experiment described in Section 5.2. Each event con-
sists of the predicted users for that event; the information
for each user includes Twitter profile and list data. We ag-
gregate the user information for each event and use this data
to populate a table, as shown in Tables 6 through 11. Each
column represents a source or dimension of user information
that we will examine, including location, the self-provided
user profile description, and tags from users’ list information.
We extract all keywords from this aggregated user informa-
tion and list the top five keywords ranked by probability of
occurrence (P = frequency count/total frequency). We
study the context of events by looking at these keywords
and manually verify whether they have coherent semantic
meaning.

5.3.1 Location Specific Event Context
First, we look at two cases where users discuss events on

Twitter based on location. Table 6 shows results from an
event about a local famous cafe that moved to a new lo-
cation, which happened on Jan 17, 2013. As we can see
from the results, the location dimension has a concentration
of probability on the keywords new orleans, which matches
the actual location of this event. The rest of the keywords,
such as LA and Louisiana in the location dimension also
have coherent meaning. Although city and usa are general
location terms which do refer to a specific location, they
have much lower probability compared with higher ranked
keywords. If we look at both the description and tag dimen-
sions, the keywords all have fairly low probability without
much concentration, and they also lack coherent semantic
meaning.

Table 7 shows results from an event about a local social
club meetup in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania that happened on



Location P Description P Tags P

new york 0.08 media 0.05 news 0.37

ca 0.08 news 0.04 media 0.13

usa 0.06 tech 0.04 tech 0.09

canada 0.04 writer 0.03 marketing 0.02

tx 0.03 marketing 0.02 business 0.02

Table 8: Event case study: #2013ces

Location P Description P Tags P

new york 0.12 film 0.11 news 0.48

los angeles 0.06 tv 0.09 entertain 0.10

london 0.06 writer 0.09 tv 0.02

torronto 0.04 news 0.09 fashion 0.02

canada 0.03 movies 0.07 media 0.02

Table 9: Event case study: #oscarnoms

Jan 21, 2013. The results are very similar to what we see
from the #nola event. The location dimension has a concen-
tration and coherent meaning, while the tag dimension does
not. We do see that the description dimension has the social
keyword with higher probability. The reason for this is the
type of the event is essentially a social event and people par-
ticipating in the event are self-identified with the keyword
“social”.

5.3.2 Interest Specific Event Context
We now look at two examples that are based on users’ in-

terests. We focus on the description dimension and the tag
dimension to see if the keywords extracted give us meaning-
ful information.

Table 8 shows results from an event about the Interna-
tional Consumer Electronics Show from Jan 8 to Jan 11,
2013. As we can see from the results, the tag dimension
has a concentration on news, media, and tech, which match
the event’s semantic meaning. Also as expected, the loca-
tion dimension shows a broad coverage of different locations
and does not have a concentration as compared to location-
specific events. However, we do not see significant concen-
tration in the description dimension, although the top key-
words have coherent semantic meaning. We will discuss this
result further in Section 5.3.3.

Table 9 shows results from an event about the Oscar nom-
inations which happened on Jan 10, 2013. The results show
the same pattern as what we find in the International Con-
sumer Electronics Show event.

5.3.3 Location and Interest Specific Event Context
Next, we look at two events that are both location and

interest specific. Good examples of these types of events
are local sports events. We will focus on all of the three
dimensions to see if there are any interesting patterns.

Table 10 shows the results of NBA basketball game event

Location P Description P Tags P

ca 0.15 sports 0.10 sports 0.32

los angeles 0.10 life 0.08 nba 0.08

california 0.05 love 0.08 basketball 0.03

tx 0.04 fan 0.06 fans 0.02

san antonio 0.03 music 0.03 lakers 0.02

Table 10: Event case study: #lakers

Location P Description P Tags P

london 0.16 fan 0.10 football 0.14

uk 0.08 football 0.07 sports 0.13

England 0.07 sports 0.05 sport 0.07

manchester 0.05 united 0.04 soccer 0.05

liverpool 0.02 arsenal 0.04 friends 0.03

Table 11: Event case study: liverpool

that involved the Los Angeles Lakers vs. the San Antonio
Spurs, which happened on Jan 9, 2013. The location dimen-
sion shows an interesting concentration on both Los Angeles
and San Antonio, which are the expected locations. The de-
scription dimension shows a somewhat noisy results, but the
sport keyword is apparent. The tag dimension shows good
concentration and gives us confidence that this is indeed a
local sports event.

Table 11 shows the results of an event involving two En-
glish soccer teams in the Premier League, Manchester United
vs. Liverpool, which happened on Jan 13 , 2013. Similar to
the results of the previous example, the location and tag di-
mensions show the expected results, while the description is
relatively noisy.

From all these event case studies, we find that it is rela-
tively easy for humans to understand the event context by
looking at the location and tag dimensions. This results
from the fact that the location field is specifically designed
for users to provide their location on Twitter, and most peo-
ple tend to follow this rule. Tags are provided by users’ fol-
lowers and they serve identification purposes, and so tend to
include location and interest information. The results also
indicate the usefulness of the textual data in these dimen-
sions and may lead us to incorporate this information into
our model in the future. We also notice that the descrip-
tion dimension is noisy for all three types of events, because
self descriptions are very informal and users do not usually
include their location and interest information in their self-
provided profile description.

5.4 Retrieval of Relevant Events Based on Event
Context

By looking at the common attributes of predicted users
for some events, we can understand the meaning of event
context. The next important issue to investigate is how we
can use the identified context to better understand events.
In this experiment, our goal is to demonstrate the feasibility
of building an event-based search engine by leveraging event
context information. The challenge here is that we do not
consider the text of events and the relevance is only based
on event context.

We have built a proof-of-concept system to evaluate the
effectiveness of the relevant event retrieval process. We con-
struct queries from all of the 461 events in our dataset with
different number of events. We first randomly select 46
events as length-1 queries. Then 46 length-2 events are ran-
domly selected by combining any two of the length-1 queries.
Next, 46 length-3 events are randomly selected by combin-
ing any three of the length-1 queries. After this process, we
have 138 queries in total. For each query, all of the returned
results are assessed as either relevant or irrelevant; there are
42,733 labeled judgment pairs in total. Standard informa-
tion retrieval evaluation metrics [29], including precision@3,
precision@5, precision@10, Mean Reciprocal Rank (mRR)



P@3 P@5 P@10 mRR mAP

Q1 0.717 0.625 0.555 0.889 0.691
Q2 0.725 0.675 0.586 0.855 0.668
Q3 0.759 0.722 0.623 0.856 0.683

Q1-Ran 0.017 0.010 0.013 0.057 0.028
Q2-Ran 0.012 0.011 0.012 0.064 0.029
Q3-Ran 0.021 0.019 0.019 0.079 0.032

Table 12: Event retrieval ranking results.

and Mean Average Precision (mAP), are used to evaluate
the results. The first three precision based metrics are con-
sidered good metrics for results returned from mobile devices
or Web searches. mRR measures the rank of the first rele-
vant result, and mAP considers recall as well as precision in
the measurement.

For each query, we divide the query q into separate events.
Each potential result i has a relevance score S(i, j) according
to Equation 5 given event j. Therefore, the relevance score
RSi is computed according to:

RSi =

∑
j S(i, j)

|q|
(16)

The first three rows of Table 12 show three sets of con-
textual retrieval results based on length-1-to-3 queries. The
last three rows show three sets of randomized retrieval re-
sults based on length-1-to-3 queries.

As we can see from Table 12, using event context, the
retrieved results have very good top-K accuracy and very
high performance for first relevant result retrieval. By con-
sidering recall, the mAP also shows high performance. We
also see that queries with different length show very similar
performance. This means contextual retrieval is consistent
for queries of different lengths. Compared to randomized
retrieval methods shown in the last three rows, contextual
retrieval can return events that are much more relevant.

The results above show that the semantic relevance of
events as labeled by a human. However, there are some
cases where, although human may think two events are se-
mantically unrelated, they share the same context. These
cases show interesting results for relevant events that can
not be captured by semantics. One good example that we
found in our dataset is the 2013 Obama inauguration event,
which happened from Jan 19 to Jan 21, 2013 and the The
2013 International Consumer Electronics Show (CES) event
happened from Jan 8 to Jan 11, 2013. At a first glance by
human, these two events are completely unrelated. How-
ever, our model shows that these two events have a common
context of people who like technology. The discovery of non-
semantic but contextually relevant events is the unique ben-
efit of event context identification.

5.5 Friendship and Event Context
To emphasize the importance of identified event context,

we will show another possible application. In this experi-
ment, we investigate the correlation of identified event con-
text with user friendship. We will demonstrate that users
who belong to similar event context are more likely to be
friends. This observation allows us to build better friend-
ship recommendation services.

We randomly sample 100,000 users and obtain all of their
friends. For each user and friend pair, we calculate the user-
friend similarity of their latent factor vectors based on the
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Figure 6: CDF of user-friend similarity based on
event context.

similarity defined in Equation 5 that are generated from the
matrix factorization. Let Rankf be the rank of a friend
based on similarity, the relative similarity is calculated for
each user as:

Rankf/#friends (17)

The reason for defining the relative similarity is that the
rank is important, and we want to normalize the rank. A
similarity value of 1 indicates the most dissimilar user-friend
pair.

We plot the CDF of all the user-friend similarity pairs in
Figure 6. As we can see from the black line in Figure 6,
users tend to have many similar friends. 50% of the friends
are within 0.2 similarity. The red line shows the case where
user-friend similarity is randomly calculated. At the end
of the CDF curve, we do see there is a trend of increasing
dissimilarity. This means users also have many dissimilar
friends. This can affect performance when we consider the
use of friends’ interests to help predict users’ interests; we
will verify this further in the next experiment.

Figure 7: Friend similarity distribution per user.

The above analysis shows only aggregated similarity be-
tween users and their friends. In our second experiment, we
want to see the friendship similarity distribution for each
user. In Figure 7, the x-axis represents users, the y-axis in-
dicates relative friendship similarity as defined above, and
each dot represents a friend. As we can see from the fig-
ure, users have both similar and dissimilar friends. The
dissimilar friends are likely to be loosely-connected social
friends and they may not share common interests with the
user. This also explains why a direct average of friends’ in-
terests, as performed in the SocialMF model, will not help
infer users’ interests. In reviewing all of the results from
the analysis in this subsection, we see that better friend-



ship recommendation can be made based on event context
information.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented AnchorMF, a matrix fac-

torization technique to solve the event context identification
problem. AnchorMF selects anchors from users’ followers
and incorporates anchor information into an extended PMF
framework. We have also presented several applications of
using identified event context to predict users’ participation
in events, retrieve relevant events, and recommend friends
based on event context. Our evaluation using real-world
Twitter data shows that AnchorMF outperforms existing
matrix factorization techniques by 20.0%. In our future
work, we would like to explore other potential features, such
as location information in users’ profiles and tag information
from users’ followers, and consider how these features can be
used in our model for better event context identification.
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